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Selection and presentation of data for the history- of research and
and development in the Chemical Warfare Service in World War II were guided
by the requirements set forth in the memorandum dated 1 Augusa 1944, ASF
SPROD, subjects History of Wartime Research and Development. In acccrdance
with this directive, the historical monographs have been written with the
objective of furnishing:

A guide to future research and development personnel
to prevent or discourage repetition of unsuccessful
investigations.

A ready reference text or source book for research
and development personnel to Indicate a line of
research and development to be followed or avoided.

A source of information for personnel charged with
the preparation of military characteristics.

A source of information to those responsible for
the initiation or approval of development projects
to be used as a background for u.pproving or die-
approving project initiation.

A factual tsxt for historians and others requiring
correct information on the many varieties of re-
search and development projerto undertaken during
the war.

A reference manual for staff planners to assist
then in the preparation of future war plans.

In general, these monographs provide a complete history of
Chemical Warfare Service wartime research and dt.ve1cpmset, focused
particularly on the work done from I July 1940 to 31 December 1945.
In many cases it was not possible to conclude the story of the lat-
ter date, sad wherever possible the completed story wts ;,ontinued to
the date of last revision.

Volume 4 of the series endeavors to give a coupsete fa:tual
account of the development of sternutators, as carried out by the
Chemical Warfare Service and other war agencies.

These monographs were begun under the dirertxon of Major Clark.
Robinson, CM, Chief Historical branch OC, CM and tontiz.red under the
supervision of Dr. Leo Finkelstein. Zditor-in-Chief. Ristortcal Branch,
GC, CWS. In Juno 1947 their oompletion was turned cver to the ChemicaL
Corps Chemical ana Radiological Laboratories.
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Irritant Smokes. Irritant =mokes have rariously been called toxic
smokes, voiiing gases, sternutators, and irritant smokes. This report
will be concerned only with those solid or liquid substances which can
be dispersed as a particulate cloud and whose symptcuatology is similar
to IM and Ul. Thi report will not cover other toxic smokes, such as
cadmium oxide and cadmium chloride, ca other agents which incidentally
cause nausea or vomlting such as chlropictri.

The following effects of exposw to US are noted in order or
appearances irritation of mose a"d throat, irritation of the eyes with
lacrimation, Irritation of the chet with a growing feeling of suffo-
cation, an occasional nisal secretion. and nausea. If exposure it
prolonged, aching pain. in the soch and nbneass of the )iabs may
appear. *his numbness may later give rise to extremely sharp pains.
Subsequent to exposure the follmring systems are often exhibit*dA
dizzinege ', j; ofuse salivation, intense burning in the nose amo throat,
nausea, hodacho, and toothache. The burning pains in the noss &an
throat persist after all oaxr effects have disappeared (1).

1. *A Digest of Peports Concernimg the Toxic Effect of Diphenyl-
chloroarAine. Edrewood Arsenal. Chemical Division (hereinaftw

AC)127. p. 2 p
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Historical Bsckground

Use of Sternutators in 'Norld WNar I

The everlasting struggle between armor-piercing shell axd the protecting
armor of a battleship was paralleled during 'World ,War I in chemical warfare.
The weak places in a defense must first be discovered. In order to destroy
an armored battleship, either its defenseless bottom is attsckeJ by torpedoes,
or its protecting armor penetrated by armor-piercing explosive shell.

In chemical warfare it was a struggle between the gas mask an4 poisonous
gases. The weakness in the gas mask in 1917 was due to the fact the
chemicals in the a anister sorbed only true gases. The molecules of tue gases
are in a very active state of motion and soon strike against any walls with
which they cme in contact. If the walls are granulated, as in the cae of
the dmrcoal used in the gas mask canister, the available area of walls against
which the molecules strike in increased and holds the molecules of th
heavier gases in its pores. However, if the air contains poisonous substances,
not as molecules, but in the form of clusters of molecules (for example, dust
or nmoks), the clusters are not very active in the current of air (except for
Brow ian movements), but hover like pieces of driftwood in a river. Conse-
quently, they seldcm touch the walls of the charcoal and therefore do not
adhere to them. For this reason, smoke passed almost unhin••erd throuzh the
filter of the gas mask used by the Allies in 1917.

The Germans, In their search for a substance in the form of moke, came to
the aromatio wies of the arsenic compounds, mong which there were ohlorodi-
phenblarsine and oyanodiphenrlarsine (2).

( 0 H35 ) 2asci 068H5 )4""

chlorodiphenylarsain cyanodiphensarvine

These cumpound.. weore solids with negligible vapor pressure. They were
dispersed by heavy explosive charges, in the form of a finely pulverized dust.
The psarticulate clouds thus cre'oted lasted only a few minutes in the open,
and they were ancordingly classed as nonpersistent agents. They were, however,
Immeodiately effective and readily penetrated the existing •sa masks of the
Allies. It was due chiefly to these properties that they were introduced by
the Germans on the ni ght of July 11, 1917 (3).

2. *The Use of Arsenical Compounds During the 7c Wai, Office Chief, Chemical
g'rfr re Service, . 1, 8 May 1933. (In files of Uheaical and Rediologi-
cal Laboratories, Technical Library, Army Chemical Center, U&. (herein-
after CflLTL), as ET• 011-7).

3. Aunustin 2. Prentiss, Chcnicals in .arfare (New York% McGraw-Hill Book
Com1pany. Inc., 1937), p. 2

U - "4 C L M Z D
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Chlor=Iiphenylarsine was first used by the German Army at Niewport on
11 July, 197T, in the form of a le solution in phosgene and diphos&ene (Green
Cross '2). In September 1917 a combined hi.h explosive and chlorodipheoylarsine
shell containing 14 to 22% DA and the re•asinder high explosive was introduced
(Blue Cross shell). In June 1918 cyanodiphenylarsine replaced chlorodiphenyl-
arsine because of its alleged greater stability towards water and its supposed
greater effectiveness.

The namber of shell containing chlorediphenylarsine (Blue Cross) used by
the Genm was estimated at from several hundred thousand to fourteen million.
The amour of chlorodiphenylarsine manufactured was 3,000 tons. During the last
few montlbs of the war, 600 tons of chlorudiphenylarsine was manufactured monthly.

The use of chlorodiphenylarsine by the Germans was a deliberate attempt to
penetrate the canister of the gas mask. because the increased protection
afforded the steadily Iimproed masks and the better gas discipline offset the
German um of lung irritants in the 3reen Cross shell. To the Germans it meant
such an strance of offemsive tactics ovw protection that the effect on the
Allies uweuld be almost as if they w entirely unprotected. The masks then in
use by t Allies afforded practically no protection against particulate clouds,
and the failure of that German hope c-u be due only to the very poor dispersion
with resulting low conoentration ma large particle sie of the chlorodiphenyl-
&arsins fre the Mae Cross shell (4).

Th German tactics were to use the toxic smokes for offensivw purposes.
The Blus Cross shell was first fired on those areas to be attacked by the
Germans in order to make the defenders remove their masks as a result of the
irritatioa and violent sneezing caused by inhalation of the toxie smokes. The
bombardment was itmediately followed by Green Cross shell (phosgene and di-
phosgem) in order to cause severe casmalties when the defenders were un-
protected (5).

The Germans continually Increased the use of the Blue Cross shell and
claimed gmeat results for it. The following instructions issued from the
German aQ over Ludendorff's sigature om 9 July, 1918 express" the German
viewpoint an the Blue Cross shell%

The substane in Blue Cross sbell acts with extraordin"ry
rapidity, in fact almost Instanteously, but it generally
puts troops out of action for only a short time. In
sufficient concentration it penstrates the French mask
effectivvly and the English mask to a lesser degree, in
which case it forces the enemy to tear off their gas
maska...o In the case of an insuff•cient concentration,

4. "Irritant Smokes, Preliminary Investigation," Edewood Arsenal Technical
port (hereinafter ,ATR) 286, p.1-3, 18 U 7,.

5. V7 C11-7. pp. 2-3.

7 1
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Blue Cross at least forces the enemy to wear their masks,
thereby interfering with their fighting efficiency. The
effect of the gas passes away and rapidly disappears
after the nas or detonation cloud. In consequence it can
be employed when our infantry are relatively close to it.

to fatal cases of poisoning by chlarodipbenylarsine or cyanodiphonylarsimo
occurred in the British Army in France, but the casualties reported were
significant. Thus in the British Fifth Corps Gas Center (which may be taken to
reopresent the southern half of the British front), between 25 May and Zi0 June,
1918, the percentage of Blue Cross casualties was 17.3%, while in the same
hospital from "S.Uay to 19 October, 1918, out of a total of 3.510 gas cases
admitted, 9.6% were Blue Cross and 7.0% were Green Cross (lung irritant)
casualties. In the No. 7 Stationary Hospital (which derived moat of its
casualties from the northern half of the British front), Blue Cross causalities
accounted for 9.5% and Green Cross for 5.7%. The figures derived from these

two sorces are in close agreement. During the last two or three months of
the wr the increased proportion of Blue Cross shell uaod by the Germans led
to an incease, though not a marked one, in the nunber of Blue Cross
casualties. The Aherican figures are not so complete. Out of 70,000 gas
cues in the AEF, 9 arsinew aooounted for 577 with 3 fatalities.

Thu chemical advisor to the 5th Corps (British) smmarized the effects
of the Ble Cross shell in the following w-rds:

It is a negligible menace so far as causing serious and
prolonged casualtiesu but it it a very real factor in a
batle, particularly in a retreat, where both its moral
and physical effects may greatly influence the issue
during a limited number of hours.

He further expressed the opinion that anything beyond a mild dose led to a
goeeral decrease in the stamina and power of resistance, and thus contri-
buted to the number of prisoners taken by the enemy (6).

Thoards the end of the war the Allies placed a mechanical filter
consisting of vadditg and layers of felt in their canisters and in this wy
provIded adequate protection (7).

Tram the above study it in apparent that the principal uses of chloro-
diphewqlarasin or similar arsenicals in shell for artillery were for neutrali-
zation of machine gun fire, counterbattery and long-range bombardment, dis-
ruption of lines of communication, and interference and slowing down of working
parties. Against an enemy who had inadequate protection, the arsenical smoke
was claimed to break down his resistance (8).

6. EXM 23•, pp. 1-2, 4.

7. = 011-7. p. 4.

8. LATM 250, p. 4.

U.": A _2 'LAI.D
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The Allies studied the possibilities of retaliating against the Germans.
The German process for the manufacture of chlorodiphenylarsine was so
complicated, however, that it was soon realized that a simpler method of
making it must be developed. In seeking to find such a method, the British
and American chemists simultaneously discovered in 1918 that a slightly
different, though closely related, compound could be easily manufactured in
large quantities, and that this substitute compound had very similar
properties and seemed to be equally effective as a respiratory-irritant
chemical agent. This new compound was diphenylamin-3chloroarsine.

Diphenylaninechloroarsine (11)

The Americans named this compound "Akdsite,* after its American die-
eoverer, Major Roger .Adaro (9).

Neither dipheuylaminechloroarsina nor the other arsenicals were manufao-
tured in time by the Allies for use during World War I.

Development of Sternatators in World War I

Dispersion of Smokes by Explo•ives. A research program was carried out
at the American Univers-cy during 4orld iar I to determine the factors contri-
buting to samoke formation on explosion of a shell. Three designs of shell
wwre inestigated. These wwe:

1. The mixture type, in which the toxic agent was intimately mixed
with the explosive.

7. Th long burster type. in which the toxic agent auwrotded a long
burster containing explosive.

3. The German type (Blue Cross), in which the erplosive in the shell

surround a container hoiding the toxic agent.

The Mixture Type.

Patio of 7"lonive to ioke-Producini !!iterial. In work at

American ULmrersity durin; ,,orld li'ar I tn'i optiaum wv3ight ratio of explosive

9. Prentiss, cp. cit., P. 211, 212.

U: CU ZA71.
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to smote-producing material was aw "io depend upon the following factors:

a. Relative distribution of the two substances.

b. Strength of container.

c. Nature of smoke material and explosive.

When intimate mixtures of DA and TNT were used it was found that only

a small variation in the percentages of explosive and smoke-producing material
was possible, if good detonation was to be retained on one band and good
smoke concentrftion on the other. If more than 30% of the mixture was DUs the
detonation of the TNT become difficult; if less than 15% D& was used, the cloud
differed little in density and toxicity from TNT auoke along. ]zen the
percentage of DA was close to 30%, excellent smoke clouds of large asiz and
good density were obtainod.

For intimate mixtures of finely powdered in and TNT In 75--ma. shefll

the mixtures having 65% to 60% IE were found to be the best both for smoke
production and good dotorAtion and fragmentatior.

A study of the stability of mixtures of DI and TNT rhawed thAt
mixtures of this type were of questionable stabill, and not entirely safe for
use in i shell. Test to determine the stability o" DU and TNT carried out at
65*C. showed that for a period of 2 wk. no develolment of pressure was evident.

A comparison of results for bombs of weak containers (paper), and
strong containers (iron pipe), showed that for weak containers the higher the
ratio of explosive to agent (up to 3tl). the greater the dispersion efficiency,
while the ratio for strong bombs showed the reverse to be the case. Tho.
differences, however, were not large. especially for the strong bombs.

For a gives type of bcnb, a given amount of explosive was capable of
scattering only a limited amount of material in a state fine eaouth to remaia

in suspension. Any attempt to use less than the critical amount of explosive

resulted in a lessened efficiency (10).

Strennth of Shell Wall. The atrerfth of the shell wall to one of the
most importf-niactors in determining the i ze of the smoke particles. The

* quantity of amok* produced from a given bcnb is greater when the material is
enclosed in a strong container than when in a fragile one.

In bombs using DA and TNT made from either paper begs or iron pipes.

about twice as much snoke was obtained from the iron containers as fraa the

10. EA1I 206, p. 5, 6; "The Uae of Mix.ures of 1T1 and TNT in 75-IN.. Shell for
The Production of Toxic Szokes," Anaorican Uriversity ExnorFnent Stntion
Resrrrch Divi-ion (7rnhin-nton, D.o C.) v--rcorid 6,ttion -hj iýEor

D7J;-TbO, Il Lie 1918; "The Diprio f.iT1uLpl~v othod.1
V.j. SV, 21 Aug 1918; "The I-lixture T'.ypo of DisporsOid Shell," D.S. 114,
TUn-a=a(' "Donaity and Rato of S3-ttlir-of DA," u.S. 9, 18 Ma7T9-" T?

I .. A Yi?17T'7T
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paper bags (11).

Density of Loading. The density of loading in a projectile is de-
fined as the weight of the charge divided by the inclosin space. In
experiments in which 10 r. of TNT and 10 g. of DA were loaded into bombs of

sizes varying from 2.4 cudin. to 18.1 cu.in. and the density of loading

consequently varied from 0.0675 to 0.52 g./ml., it was found that the density

of the smoke produced was directly proportional to the density of loading.

Effect of Powdering and Comprescinr Inoke-Produdng Material. In a

comparison of powdered LU with cast DU in a "5-nram. snell, it was found that

either melting the !V or using extremely high pressure in packing. i.e. high
density gave poorer results than hand tamping the powdered

Effect of Temverature and Addition of Heat-Producing Agents. Heating
the smoke-producing material before explosion was found bewficial in

increasing the demsity of smoke. Thus, raising the temperture of IX from 200

to 1506C. resulted in a rise of 82% in the smoke density. For DA raising the
temperature from 20" to 1004C. resulted in a 13% increase.

The addition of powdered alumin-m in an explosive to increase the
heat content of the mixture so as to give better smokes was investigated.
Explosives of this character are known as ammonals, and naslly contain from
3% to 20% alumin powder. In the above experiments the umuonals varied from
2.5% to 30% alumimM powder, 20% TNT. and 55% to 77.5% admdin nitrate. It

was found that the addition of aluminum had li ttle, if aiy value (12).

The Long-wthrstb Type.

The burster type of shell as developed at the Aimwean University
consisted of a lomg central core of explosive surrounded by the smoke-
producing material. Static tests were made of the long-barxter shell
employing differst diameter burster tubes. The penetrating power of the
smoke from the different types of shell was found to ramR as follows (those
of greater penetrability first)s

11. EATR 286, p. 7; D.S. 90; "A Comparison of the nuantity of Smoke Obtained
Fom Similar B----- nclosed in Fragile and Strong Containers," D.S. 89,

20 Aug 1918; "The Dispersion of DA by the explosive Method Using--ffif-and
Tetryl," D.S. 80, 8 Aug 1918; "Penetration of G-76 Snokes Made by
Explosive-Dispersion in a 10 cu.mo Box." D.S. 115, 21 Oct 1918.

12. EATR 286, p. 9; wComparison of the Smokes Produced by Three Samples of

L2,'rT.S. 46, 28 Jun 1918; "The Production of 1. Booke FrQK 75410.
mtell7TD7 159, 23 Dec 1918; "Effect of Temperature on the Efficiency
of Produdc"oa of Snokos by Explosive Disptrsion,* DLS. 51, 10 Jul 1918;
"Effect of Altnimiu Upon the Dispersive Power of am7osive,"
D.S. 95, 11 Sop 1918.
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1-7/A6-in.-diameter burster (1.2 DA to I• TNT)

1-in.-diameter burster (5.3 DA t(1 TNT)

1-1/2-ino-diameter burster (1.2 DA to 1 TNT)

1-3/4-.n.-diameter burster (0.55 DA to I TNT) j
The complete characteristics of the best long-burster-type shell.

as &hown by the above test, were as follows (13)

Typa shell---------------- ---k IL

Weight of explosive (TsT)- --- 260 I.

Weiht of -DA ------------.--- 315 go

Viid ---- ----- -------------- 10%

Diameter of buar ster------ - --1-7/16 in. o.d.

Length of burster to mold ------ 7.87 in.

Material of burster------- - Shelby seamless steel tubing

Thickness- ------------ 16 gauge (0.0625 in.)

Bottoming of burster- ----- Direot contaot

Thread in shell nos* ------ --- U.S. standard

Gas seal ---- --- ------------- Lead washer and paint

German Type.

Blue Cross. The German t"pe of Blue Cross shell consisted of a
bottle, or container, of DA inclosed In explosive. The description of the
various types is as followss

77-a.. Blue Crors

dWeight htof DA ------- 135 g.

3eight of explosive (TNT) - 20 g.

Volume of bottle ------- 100 al. (approx.)

Ratio of DA to TNT ---- 0.22:1

13. EATR 286, p. 11, 12; "Development of a Shell f(,r Effioient Dispersion of DM
and imlar Toxic Substances,. D.S. 155, 25 Jan 19191 "Proteotion
Afforded by Vnrious Canisters Against LA '3hells," Anerioan UnIversity
Erxnrirnnt Stition Re:,n.rch Division (,Tashin~ton _.C_.) _ as _ask

z arch ~Ciof (t TTh4 7 Oct M57la.
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105-rm. Blue Cross

Wcight of D- - 370 g.

Weight of explosive (TI•) --- 1280 g.

Volu of bottle - 300 al. (approx.)

Radio of DA to TVT - 0.29:1

In the 155-mm. shell a cylinder containine DM vas sot into a hollow
space in the explosive charge, with magnesia carmant. In the 21-cm. shell the
DA was placed in a tin can. The ratio of BL to oxploi.'ve vas 0.5:1.

A comparison of the dispersine efficiency of a Blue Cross shall was
made in static firin& vith various other types. It was found to be inferior to
either the long-burster type or the nixtore type.

Creen Cross 2. The Gernamn also used a shall filled with 12% to 15%
solution of LA in phosgene and diphogemo. This shell "a cade in 15- and 21-cm.
sizes. Th- object or this shell was to use both an irritant and lethal aGent in
the same shell. This shell vas largely replaced by the Elue Cross. The dis-
advantago in the use of a solvent for DA or ILI is that it cuts down the amount
of the agent in the shell and therefore diminishes the comentration of the
particulate nlmA4 (14).

The "U Device. The most efficient method of dispersing DA, DC, and 1U
was by condensation of a suprsaturated vapor. 'Men volatilized by heat, the
vapor condenses to forn extre~ely mmll particles, having a dimcter of the
order of magnitude of 10-4 to 105 cm. On the other hand, vhen dispersed by
explosion, the dispersion of the chemical was due almost entirely to the
physical force of the explosion. The explosives normally used, such an Tisr,
did not have a sufficiently large engy con'.ent to vaporize the amoke-
producing material, in spite of the fact thst they liberate all their energy
in a very short space of time. Thius, 1 kg. of petroleum has a heat of
combustion of about 12,000 cal., coal about 8,000 cal., and dry -rood 3,500 to
4,000 cal., while TrT in exploding has only 710 cal. The recult ras that
particles dispersed by explosion were usually many times larter than those
resulting from heat distillation. Similarly, ahen the compound was dissolved
in a liquid solvent and spra)ed by a acchanical sprayer, even the beat sprayers
sent out droplets many times larger than the true make particles.

These facts were apparently not appreciated by the Cormans at the time
they adopted chlorodiphenylarsizt as a filler for their irritant -moke shell,
for they first attempted to dissolve this compound in some easily volatilized
solvepnt, ouch is diphosgene, and disperse it as a liquid spray. .When this
proved unsatinfactory, they atteampted to disperse it by the use of heavy charges

14@ FATR 286, p. 14.
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of high explosive, which also subsequently proved inefficient on the field of
battle. In loading chlorodiphenylarsine into the shell, another error was
made in placing the explosive charge around, instead of within, the chemical
charge. With the explosive surrounding the cheical charge, the force of
explosion tended to compress the chemical particles, instead of blowing them
apart.

The British were active during the latter part of World "star I in pushing

the development of a toxic candle which would by progrossive burning distill
off the chemical as a truve smoke. in which form it was found to be far more
effective than when disl~.Ased by explosion from artillery shell * Speaking of

the developiment, Gwal Foulkes says.

When the M was scattered by the bhi& explosive it was
libeated not in the form of a gis. but in fine particles;
ts eoe re not sufficiently ainrtO to penetrate the gas
wank completely, and absolute protection was very soon
obtained by adding a cheesecloth filter to the canister.

Colonel Watso , who was the head of the Central* Laboratory at Ifesdin, had
suggested i& September 191T the study of particulate clouds, and one of the
offi~rs in a spirit of Investigation, put a pinch of DA which had been
extracted from a Germn shell on the hot plate of a stove. The result vas so
remarkable that every one wus driven out of the house imediately, and it was
found that the latest pattern of German mask, even when fitted with a cheese-
cloth filters taw no protectioz whatever against the Ui cloud produced in this
ways

This ms the gnu of a now and very valuable idea. and steps were taken
immediately to investigate how DA could best be volatilized in the most highly
effective and penetrant form by bringing it Jn contact with the heat evolved from
the combinetion of a suitable wixtur3 of chemicals; mnd a thermogenerator was
soon designed, which consisted of a can containing the DA and the heating
mixture in separate compartments and which wgighed 2 or 3 lb.

The plan of attack was aimilar to the one previously put forward for gans
but as the perticulate cloud was effective in one-hundredth the concentration
of the gas cloud, and the German protection against it was nonexistent,
complete s.xoess was absolutely certain if only the secret could be aept.

The '91 device (as the thermogenerators came to be called) was never used
in France duo to the termination of the war (15).

15. Prentiss, op. cit., 209, 210.
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CONMID,,'AL

Nils tary Characteristics

Irritant Dnokes

___ desired characteristics of improved irritant smokes for use in shell
we as foflwa

1. When use4 in artillery shell it should be equal to or better than
IX in the follow1xs

Rapidity of aotion.
Effectivoness in low concentrations.
Ability to penetrate the gas mask.
!ncapacitating effects.
Stability during diasmination.

Z. It should be effeotive in the field in the 75-rm. gun, the 155--..
gun and hoitser, the 105-in. howitzer, the infantry mortar, and
the 4.2-in. chesioal motar.

3. It should be procuable in the quantities required in an amergeney
arJd stable in storage (16).

M . Revised litary Characteristics ror War Gases,. Minutes of the
Chemica,] Corrs Technical Caouittee (Army Chemical Center. Md.)
CCTC Item 2288, 8 mar 1951.
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CHAPTER III

Basic Technical Factors

Preparation and Properties of Chlorodiphonylarsine

Preparation. Chlorodiphenylarsine was 'irst observed by La Cost* and
Hicemelis as a by-produot in the preparation of dichlorophenylarsino from arsenia
trichloride and mercury diphenyl according to the following equationss

Bg(c 6 H5)z + 2AsCl 3  2C6HS5ACZ + HC12 (2)

ug(C6 Es) 2 + ASCl 3 -. (C65Z)AsCl + Hgcl (s)

They tben prepared it by heating mercury diphenyl with an excese of dichloro-
phenylaraine for several hours at a high temperature. The reaction is as
follows

2C6H6AsC-2 + Hg(C6sH) 2 --'-) 2(C 6 H6 h)ZsC. + H&Cl. (4)

inother method of preparation was to treat triphenylarsine, without a
solvent, with dry chlorine gas, whereby the dichloro addition product was
obtained. This latter product was then hsated for some time at a hi•h temoera-
ture and then distilled at reduced pressure. Chlorobenzene and chlorodiphenyl- 1
areins resulted. The reactions are as follows:

(ccl)AA + Cl2  (C6H5) 3 AsCl 2  (5)

(C8 H6 )5 ACl 2 -'6 (C6 H5 ) 2AsCl +*CSSC1 (6)

The sam process has been reported b1 the French with the modificetion that the
chlorination was carried out in chloroform or carbon tetrachloride solutiutn
The yiele. of chlorodiphenylarsine was said to be 50% of theory. Richter, Byerx.
and Hunter used chlorobenzens as a solvent, following the French modifioation
The same authors report that triphenylarsine may be chlorinated by phoagenew
the reaction being carried out in an ice bath.

A distinctly different process consisted in preparing diphenylarsenioue
oxide by the aotion of phenyl magnesium bromide on arsenious oxide, isolating

the oxide, and treatint it with hydrochloric acid to form chlorodiphenylarsins.
The reactions are as follows,

As2CO + 3C6 HJr-,3r -- C•. 5 ,(oIgr) . (C6H5)a•,0gr (7)

2(Cr,!rT) 2 AsC."Br - )-CF52A 0: + Y~j-frZ + VgSO (8)

aCr6 f 5 )ZAs3 2O + 2TI~-M -) 2(Cr,15 ) 2AsCl + IT20 (9)

SrCRET
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This process was developed and used as a laboratory method during World

WYar I.

German Prooeso. Tho Grman rocess cmried out at Hoohstax-Lain consisted
in tl) preparing phenylarsouic acid by condensing bensane diazonirm chloride with

sodium arminite, (2) reducing the acid with sulfur dioxide, (3) treating the
resulting oxide with sodium hydroxide and condensing thp product with bensene
diazonium chloride to form diphenylartioio acid, (4) reducing the arsinio acid
to diphenylarsenious oxide, and (5) treating the oxide with hydrochloric acid
to give chlorodiphenylarsine.

The entire process may be expressed by the following equationst

C 6HAMC1 + Na3AO03  -4 C6i{5A*O3 %a + VaCl + U2  (10)

C6 0 5 AsO3 Na2 + 2HCl - C6 H5 AsO(OH) 2 + 2aC1 (11)

C6 H,•Aso(o) 2  s ----0 C6 H5AsO + H2 304  (12)

%HAsBO + 2NaOH cc CH 5AsO2 )ia2  (13)

CNS1w 2cl + c * 6H5AoO2 a -i- (C6 5)2Ao 2Na + NaCl + X (14)

(C6OH) 2A*sMa + HCl -- (C6115) 2AO02  + JaCl (15)

2(C6 95)2As02H + 
2902 + R20 ).j(CeH5)2As]j20 + 2R2 304  (16)

[`6*2a2 2 HCJ - 2(C8H5)2AsCl + H20 (17)

The yield of chlorodiphsnyl-. sine obtained by this method was 25% to

30% of the theoretical, based upon the aniline used (17).

The Gerson process is conducted in four phasest

lot phases T re~ ation of phonylersenio acid, Into a solution
of 4ZO k. or calcined sodim car nate in 2,500 kg. of
water is poured a solution of 25 kg. of copper sulfate

in 1.000 kg. of water; then a solution containing 160
kg. of arsenic acid (97-100%). 570 kg. of N•aO at 40*
br., and 570 kg. of water is added. Then a solution of
400 kq of aniline in 2,500 kg. of water and 350 kg. of

20' W. hydrochloric acid is prepesed. After the ad-
dition of 1,350 kg. of ice with a solution at 400C. of

742 kg. *f sodlum nitrate, the diaso solution ti then
diluted to 6,000 liters. The diaso solution is then

17. "Development of a Method for the Manufacture of Diphonylchloroarsino,"
7ACD 259, pp. 2-3, 22 Mar 1923; 8. LaCoste and A. MicKaelis. *Uber
ar"-atische Arsenverbindunoen." Justus ,t•b•b•r Anrnale der Chmie 201,

p. 215, 219, 243 (1880); A. Michaelis, -Uber arc'atiache Arbenvr,'rbin-
durgen," Ann. 321, pp. 142-148 (1902); W. LaCoste and A. Lichoells,
'Uber Mono- und Diphenylarsenimbinduiigen," Nhriehto der Doutschen

che.-ichen Gesellschaft, 11, p. 1885 (1878).

SECRET
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gradually added without going above 100C. When the
evolution nf nitrosen has ceased, the solution in
filtered and acidifiod by HCI. The precipitation of
the phenylarsenic acid In aided to completion by the
addition of -odium chloride, ald filtered in a filter
prose*

Yields 00% of the uniline used.

Znd phase: The preparation of phesylarsenio oxide. A mixturo of
dd k"g. of phenylarseail acid, 8YQ kg. of water, and
1,500 kg. of a solution of bisuli•,e at 40P'B. in heated
at 90 0C. until the reaction of the cupron chloride no
longer indicates the presence of phmnylarsenic acid. The
excass sulfur dioxide is driven off by stem, and tbe
phenylarsenia oxide, which is deposited as an oial, is di-
solved in 700 to 750 kr. of 40* Bea. sodium hydroxideo

3rd ph "m: The preparation of diphenylarsenio acid. The alkalim
solution of the phenylarsenic oxide is cooled by ie, then
a diazo solution prepared from 325 kg. of mniline, 3,200
kg. of water, 1,040 kg. of 200 Bee' hydrochloric acid, amd
620 k,. of sodiua nitrite (in a 40% solutiou) is added.
After the disappearance of the froth, 300 to 400 kg. of
solution of sodium hydroxide is added, the resins are
filtered, and the diphenylarsonic acid is precipitated
by the addition of 1,000 kg. of hydrochloric acid. The
yield is about 420 to- 470 kg,. (40 to 45% of the theore-
tioal).

4th pheses The prepEration of chlorodiphenylarsin%, An introduotiwm
of 3,00• kg. of diphanylarsenio *cid i. made into 3,000 1.
of preheated hydrochloric acid. Reduction takes place at
70 0C. by the introduction of sulfur dioxide, and the -

ch] uvdiphsnylarsine is preoipitated, It is then dried
under a low pressure by a current of air at the teo rature
of wat#- bath (BM).

Yield: 90% of the diphenylarsenic acid u'ed (1l)a

18. 0combat Gases," Interallied Control Cormission, Sub-Ccn-misston on
Ar-^nnt, Chomical Section for Control of 'ar F'nctories, Office oir

L o, n ) ;d~ri, pp. 21 ndated) (In =ijs of CRUL as

SECRET
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Groan and Pope Process. The Green and Pope process is another nethod
whereby c aoro ipLanyiL r±uu can be prepared. The first stages of the process
are similar to the first stages of the German procoss. In the Green-Pope
process, berever, a pikrt of the pheny'larsenious oxide is converted to tho
corresponding chloride by troatmonts with hydrochloric acid. and a mixture
of the two, in the proportion of three roles of phonylarsenious oxide to one
mole of phenylarsenious chloride, is heated from one to two hours at 2400 to
250aCe

The process mty be exprozzed by the following equatioriw

C65TC 4Na3AsOS -- '-.C6 115 Ls0(ONa) 2 + 12 + !.C1 (18)

C6% 0o(o01a) 2 + 2HcI-.)C6H5A• (CE)2 + 2Un1 (19)

C611rb1o(OH)Z + so2 -- 4c 6E.o 2 + Zs* (20)

C6  sO + ZECi - C6 "•LC, + H2o (21)

C645 4sO --4 (C6H5 )3AS + As'2 03  (12)

(C61! 5)3LA + CdH5AbCl 2 -~4 2(C6H%)2AACt. (23)

I%* yield obtained by this method was 68e of theory. b•sed upon the
aniline vmed (19).

Doned on the Green-Pope process a small-scale plant for the umwfatuzre
of Mi - designed and constructed (20).

This pilot plant produced 1,637.5 1T. of crude D& in 34 run over a
period of six months of intermittent operation. The over-all yield of DA
based as aniline was 30.2% of theoretical when hydrochloric acid was use
througmes but was increased to 42%, 6L•1. and 62% when sulfuric acid wan
used in the reduction step. A batch of the latter yielded about 80 lbW The
estimted total cost in a plant producing 1 ton per 24-hb. day was given an
1.12 per lb. (21).

19. FACD 259, pp. 4--50

20. 'Des ign and Construction of a Small-Scale Plant for +he Manufaoture of
Diphonylchloroarsine," EACD 298, 24 Nov 1923.

21. "The Developmtent of the Manufacture of Diphenyichloroarsine (D.r '
on a Soni-WTorks Basis,* EACD 225, p. 17, 8 Nor 1922.
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Sodium Process. Ada.s and Z.Donall found that -#hen mixtures of tri-

phcnylarsino and arsenic trichloride in theoretical proportions were heated at
high temperatures in sealed tubes, the resulting product rus larcely chlorodi-
phenylarsine.

2(Cr,115)3As + AsC13 .-.-- 3(C,3H5)2.sCl (24)

Attempts were made to develop this process in a large-scale plant, both
at the American University and in England using autoclaves (22).

The triphenylaraine was made fram monochlorobenzeze, arsenic trichloride,
and metallic sodium, usinr. benzene as a solvent and diluent. The method en-
tailed the handlinG of large quantities of motallic sodium, which required
careful plant construction and operation to Cuard aGainst the danger of fire
and explosions (23).

During fiscal year 1929, a plant for the production of OU by the sodium
process was designed at Edgerood Arsenal and partially constructed (24).

The sodium for use in the reaction was prepared in two ways. -In one
process, the sodium was extended cold as a ribbon and cut in short lengths.
In the other process, which consisted in forcinC molten sodium through a small
orifice into cold benzene, the sodium was obtained in a finely divided state,
and the particles were fairly uniform in size.

Use of the theoretical quantity of sodium gave a yield of triphenylarsine
as good as that obtained when an emcess of sodium ras used. The salt residue
from the reaction could be destroyed by water without iGnition of the residual
benzem (25).

22. "Preparation of Diphenylchlorearsine and Phenyl Lichloroarsine frcom Tri-
phonylarsine and Arsenic Trichlorido (;oaled Tube Nethod),* Am.rican
University Experinent Station, Research Division (Vkshington, D.c..7,
Offense Chomical Rescarch Uaction Report "--nftor O.R.) 23, 2 July
1918; "Report on the Nanufacture of Diphenylchloroarsine,* American
University Experiment Station, Research Division, (1auhingion7I37C.)
Chemical ,reduction 3joctioa Report, kC.P.7 ZO 16 Aug. 1918.

23. "The Developcent of the Sodium Process for the ;;m&faoture of Diphenyl-

chloroarsine," EACD 434 19 Oct. 1927.

24. "¶2anufacture of Chemicals for Exerimental Purposes,' Project Program

for 1920-1IZO (Chemical Tarfare Servie, Edgewood, ) 1roject
kiro-rt77r= p. 43.

25. ZACD 434,

17
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CA[L (LSion of the crude triphenylarsine with a 25% excess of arsenic tri-
chloride into chlorodiphenylarsine by heating 3 hr. at 2500 to 255 0C. under
a pressure of 30 to 40 Tb./sq.in., gave a product containing 64% to 68%
damrvdiphenylarsine* Thw total recovery being Mf. to 95% of the materials used.
The materials cost per pound based on a typical ±aboratory run waz 45 cents (26).

A total of 1,796 lb. of DA was ranufacotred, 1,239 lb. of which had a
purity of approximately 92%. The calculated content of pure DA was 1,483 lb.,
which, based on the total arsenic trichloride used, corresponded to an over-all
yield of 28.8%. It was esti-ated that a 64% over-all yield of pure DA could be
obtained from a large-scale plant.

Physical Properties (27)o

M~olecular weighbt . . . ... 264*.57

Freezing point
Stable form. s . . .... . ... ..... . .e e 37.3
Unstable form, C. . . . ..... . ...... . 18.2-18.4I

Boiling point
760 m., V. . . .... . . . . . .a . . . .e307.2

in C02 , ....... .... . -. 333.
Deconpositioni.4Awperature, C* . . . . . . . . 300-350
Eballioscopic constant . . o * . . . . . . . . * . . . . 38.7
Cryoseopio constant* ....... .... .. . . . . 44.55
Latent heat of vaporizationUcal./g. . . . . . . . . . . 65.4
Latent heat of fusion, cal./jo~ . . . . o o . . . . . . o 16.28
Heat of combustion, kg.-cal./mole. . . . . . . . .0 . . 1561
Heat of formatlon~ke.-cal./mole. . .0 . .. . . . . . . 14.5
Specific heat at constant pressure at 200C..

cal./g.mole/devree, . . . . . .e. ... ... % & e b 0.270
IUolar volum, at 501C.. .l./.mols.. 0 0 . a ... . . a 190.7
lclar refraction for the sodium D lineml./A.mole. • • . 68.50
Coefficient of expnsion... . .a. 4 .0 .* . . 10q= 6.8

26. "Chemacal ffarfare ACents,- EATR 50, p. 50, 30 Jun 1931.

27. "Some Aspects or Physical Chemistry 'of War Cases,* Chemical Defenoe
Research and Dsvilornent iMonoFreph No. 9.311, p. 71, Sop. lM0, (In
CliLYL as , 550 "f7-73•); -"Constants ad rhysiological Action of
Chemical 'tarfarn Aýonts," M-11 78, p. 32, 33, 19 Jul 19321 "Diphenyl-
cynnoarsine - Part 7 - Th, i-='1-i al ProDtrties of Wk, DA# TA, and DC,*
Chriica! T),f-r.c ,z.i ... (S"utton Vaka,, Dn,,la=d) 77111t-r7• Attache,

SZCRET
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Density, g./mi. . . . . . . . . . Dt = 1.4357-0.00097t
Vapor pressure. mm.Hg . . . . . . log pt = 9.396".(3781)

viscosity, g./cm,.ec. 124)
or poise .. .. . . . . . & log t = 4.466

Refractive index with respect to
air for the sodium D line*.. t = 1.6663-0.00057t

Temperatur* D Vapor pressure Refractive index Viscosity

20 1.4163 0.0016 (S) 1.6549

30 1.4066

40 1.3969 1.6435

4 0.003 (L) 0.0478

so 1..3S2 0.00o 1.6376 0.042?

60 1.37T7

70 1.3678

75 0.0684 1.6236 0.0292

so 1,3581

90 1.3484

100 1.3387 0.182 1.6093 0.0164

130 1.033 0.0105

150 1.5808

165 5.080 O.0066

200 25124 1.5523 0.0044

245 125.0 0.0029

307.2 1,1379 730.0 1,4913

S" "CIET19CE.
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Solvent i . Solvent
-o0C. g./'I'O g.

Benzene 15 01

Carbon tetrachloride 00 to Room tomp. Miscible

Ethanol Room 20

Phosgene 25 495

Ethylene chloride 20 357

Chloroform 20.2 310

Dichloroethylene 19.5 337

Chemical Properties

Hydroly•uis *a is readily hydrolyzed by water or mist air to DA
oxide.

Z(C6H5 ) 2 A-Cl + H2 0 -7 [(C68 !) 2 A,] 2 0 + ZHC1

!he rapidity of hydrolysis depends on the subdivision of the DA and
is increased by melting it in order to increase contact surface or shaking.
The hydrolysis, when the mixture is argitated vigorously, is complate in 3 min-
utse at 40 0C.. and is 83% complete in 30 minutes at 20OCo (28).

vmonia. ".Ath anhyrous ymonia and chlorodipbenylarsine in bensene
solution, the rol owir; reaction takes places

(C8 H5)?,sCl + 2?H3-.-- 4 (cC )2AsH, 2  + IgC1 (25)

Diphenylarsenarid% forms needles melting at 53T0 . It acta on the
skin and on the mucous membranes both in solution and when dispersed in the
air. On exposure to air, it is converted into diphenylarsenious oxide.

Chlorine. By the action of a solution of chlorine in carbon tetra-
chloride on a solution of chlorodiphenylaraine in chlorotorm, trichiorodiphenyl-
arsai is formed as crystals melting at 189 0c.

Cl

(6)2 - Cl (28)

28, ___ 78, p. 35, 38; "Dn on Chc•..nical Tihrfare," ?lhniornl Div.non (Army

t,Jjtcal Center, laryland) V,'-.orqindu-A Roport ,
25 rov 1942.
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This trichloro-dsrivative on treatment with cold water forms first the chloride

of diphenylarsenic acids

(C6 f 5)2A3Cl 3 + 2H20 - (C6H5) 2As(0H) 2C1 + 2CI (27)

This is rapidly converted into diphonylazsenic acid.

Nitric Acid. Chlorodiphenylarnine on heating to about 400 Ce with
concentrated nitric acid is oxidized to diphenylarsenic acid, (C6115)ZAsOO0.
This forms colorless crytai malting, at 175 0C.. which are sparingly soluble
in hot water, alkalies, and alcohol. It is not decomposed by nitric acid nor
by boiling chronic acide The copper and lead salts of diphenylarsenic acid
are very sparinClj soluble in water, even at 100*0e

Hydrochloric Acid. On boiling hlorodiphenylarsine with hydrochlorie

acid, arsenic trichloride and triphenylsraine are formed as follows

3(C6 H5 ) 2AsCl --- 4AsC13 +4. 2As(C6Hl) 3  (28)

Sodium iodide. By the action of sodim iodide on chlorodiphenylswiti
dissolved in acetone, lododiphenylarsine is obtaineds ,

(C6 H) 2 AsCl + val -- f (c%) 2 sI +kul (29)

This forms brilliant yellow crystals, o.p. 40o5"C., insoluble in water,
difficultly soluble in cold alcohol, but readily soluble in hot alcohol.

Hyrroon Sulfide. On bubbling hydrogen sulfide through an alcoholis

solution o? ý orodiphenylaraine, dipheuylarsenious sulfide is formed*

2(C6 905 2AsCi + H2 3--) gC6i1s) 2As12S + 21E1 (30)

This forms white crystals melting at 670C. It is readily soluble in benzene
carbon disulfide, and chloroform, but sparingly in alcohol and other.,

Sodium Thlocyanate. By the action of sodium thloclsuamte dissolved in
acetone on-chi'orodip-iiyl-a--sne dissolved in the aame solvent, diphenylthio-
cyanoarsine is formod, (C 6 115 ) 2AsSCN, an oily, pale brown substance which is
miscible in all proportions with benzene and acetone and which decomposes with
water, girinf up the SC'1 group. It boils at 2300 to 2331C. at 22 to 23 v=.Hr
pressure. It reacts quantitatively with sodium sulfide.

2(CGI)?A.sSC3 + ifa2.. NCHO)A)23 + 29aSCI (31)

Sodi,z Alfcoho!ate or Phenate. Sodium alhoholate and phenate react
with chlor3\- pfl-:o•0L~ as follows z
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(C6 Hs5 )2 UCl + CZchNa -4 (C6H5 ) 2ASO.C 2 H5  + NaCI (32)

(C8H5)2ZksC + C 6%5ONa-4-(C 6H5 )2 ASO.C6H5  + NCl (33)

Chloranine-T. Chlorodiphenylarsinle reacts with chloraine-T in the*
presence of water to Torm diphenylarsenio acid (29).

Corrosion Characteristics. The pure substance has no corrosive effect
since it is stable. 1-en wet th acid hydrolysis product is corrosive to metals.

Stability in Sorage at 250 and 60 0 C. DA can be kept in steel sell
for at least I1 wk. at (O-C. end for a year at room temperature, without deatar-
oration of the toio oi the shel (30).

Preparation ai! Properties of CyanodiphenylarkIne

DC Process, Sodium Cyanide Method. During World War I oyanodl-
Fel n was preparied in Germany by beating potassium cyanide wit. ohloe•&-
phenylarsins.

(C6E5)2AsCl + MY - (C6H5)2AaCN + KCI (34k;

A 5% exceas of a concentrated aqueous solution was used.

This method was Irvestigated by the Lake Erie Chemical Co., Cleveland
Ohio. bteweu 1936 and 1941, as well as at Edgewood Arsenal in 1932, and It was
found that eimlsion fbrmation wa caused by the rapid hydrolysis of D& by the
alkali sodium cyanideo

Moreover, any dichlorophenylarsine present is hydrolyzed to the oxidep
This in the very yirorcil andm erothetmic rbaotion that makes it difficult to
maintain a*low temperature, (30 C.) which was found to be adv.amtsaeius and.
ioe., see the emulsion. formaticn.

C$HSLSCl2 + jC ---4 C6r. 5 ,(CN) 2 +. 2NaC (35)

C61AB * + ko -4 C0l?5AO + 2131 (36)

29. Mario Sartori, The ,War Gases (New York: D. Van Hostrand Compan7r, Tc.),
p. 310, 311. 12.

30. FATR 70, p. 36
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The quality of the DA ased was 'a, great importance. but only when the

purity of DA was above 95% could emulsiou 6ormation be consistently prevented.
Ther conversion in all cases was about 90%.

DO Process, Aoueous Oxide MTethod. TLhe =ethod of manufaoture recommended
by the Lake -rie Mitiaical company c-oniats of hydrolyzing DU with aqueous sodium
hydroxidi e form DA oxide.

Z(C6H5 )ZAaCl + 2NaOII- gC6 H)ZA8) 20 + 21&01 +. H2O (37)
In this method any arsenio trichloride Is reacted with sodM.nm hydroxide to

form water-soluble sodium arsenite.

AsC13 + O--- N.•As0 3 + 4 Nci + 3H20 (38)

In a similar fashion, the impurity dichlorophenrylarsiae hdrolyzee to water-
soluble producta.

C6H5AsCl 2 + ZNaOH __4 C6 H5AsO + 21&0i + ~ (39)

C6%"O + 2 H o--+•6-H 5 As (ON&)Z + U2 0 (40)

The dipheanylarsenious oxide, which is insoluble in water. can be filtered from
the water-soluble impurities. It is converted to DC by suspenling it In water
and passing in Wi to form DC.

E65ZB 0+ HCzF -.-- 2(C 6H) 2A~SCI + %gO (41)

The DC obtained by the aqueous oxide method b*A a purity of Netter
than 98% after separation of the DC layer and vacum drying (5)

Physioe.l Properties (32).

Molecular weight . . . . .2... . . . . . . . o . . . 255.13
Ublar volume at 20*C., m1l/gemole 0 . . . . . . . . . 193.4

31. "ManufaoturinK Process ror Diphe~ylcyaoarsine Including Diphenylohloroarsime
end Triphenylarsine." Lake Erie Chemnical Cormany, (Clevelandi, Ohioo),Reet
jo. 61"60, 9 neo 1941. (In CG'T as "_;__C3__

32. "Physical Constants of Arsenicals Relatud to DC,* Chemical Rxperimeatal
Station (Porton, Enrgland), Porton Rennrt (horvf~ter.P.R.) P& 5-6,
10 .5p 1941; 3.O.14 492, p. 7-91 Li YJO Z-7736, p. 73.
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Molar refraotion for the sod672 D lne,6

Boiling point, CO. . . . . . . . . . * * : : : 0* *0 30200

Fre sbin6 inth OC, . 0 & ... ..... . . 28.95 + 0.15

Laten-t heat of vaporization,• a •Al/. * 0 .. . . 0 * a 77.3

Eba~lioscoPio constant 
" . o 

a * 0 * a * 0 * * 0 * & 31.2

Specifco heat at conaant pressure a t 200C., CaL./C. . 0."15

eTo. Vapor Pressure Density Reraotiv•S Udex Viscosity

- poise

33o3 
1.6259

-2 0.075

45. " .35

52- 
1.8153 0.060

S- 
1.3145 1.6131 0.066

85 . 1.3043 1.6 M 0.043

15- .2gss 1.6ml0.05

160 200 1.2148 1.5m06

18n 4.5---

L90 7.5 1.1863 1.54" "

210 18.0 1.1673 1.556 -

129 58.5

240 50.S 1.1388 1.5,t%

This data ww obtained frou fhe following formulas

4470,

Vapor pressure. =m.ig. -" 10.724 - -I log Pt

De•itY, g./ml. = 1.3668 - O.OC095t

Retractive indox 1.6408 - 0.00050t

visccositYf poise 1i~2) 0 S.0'15 n opi;7

24
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Chemical Properties.

Hydrolysis. Cyanodiphenylarsine is less easily hydrolyzed by Ymter
than DA. A b0T*4 mixture of DC and wvater showed no hydrolysis after 24 hr. either
at 60 C. or at 80-C. At tenperatures higher than 80%C., the decomposition vms
rapid and was complete at 10O0&C. This decomposition takes place more rapidly
with aqueous or alcoholic solutions of the alkalios (33).

Oxidizi!n Aeents. Mhen cyamxiiphenylarsine, cooled in a water bath, is
treated with nitric acid, with 2% hydrova peroxide, or with bromine water, it is
oxidized to diphenylarsenio acid.

.ethyl Iodide. By the actioa of mothyl iodide on cyanodiphenylarsine,
through heinG in a closed tube for 6 hr. at 100"C., diphonylsethylarsoniun
iod•-d zmd triiodide are obtained. The latter crystallizes in violet needles
which melt at 69"C. and are insoluble in water =4'd In ether (34).

Thermal Stabilit. So ceJwan 4,n ra.--t•tion occurred on heating DC
for 105 hr. C. or for 58 hr. at a00C. (35). I

Preparation ad Properties of Diphenylarinechloroaraine

Preearation. Wieland obtained W by treating diphenylawino with arsenictrtchlorideo i

(c6H5 )2im + AsCl 3 -) ?M(CB 5)2&sCl + 2a1M (42)

It can also bo obtained by the following methods:

1. By heatine diphenyl bhdraziz with arsenic trichlorlde.

2. By boiling andline with arsenic trichloride, then addi.n sodli'
hydroxide, and treating the oxide obtained with hydrochloric acid.

3. By treatment or fused diphenylamine with concontrated hydrochloric
acid and then mixing with arsenious oxide.

(C6 +''2V + Cl ----- (CslS)Zz - W (43)

2(c 6 S1) 2U11-Ei + A3Z0 3 -p ZEE(C61 4)2 AsCl + 3%0 (44)

33. ETF 102C3-6 p. 54-55

34. MAario Sartori, on cit. p. 317

35. ET? 102C3-6 p. 53
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The manufacturing process us4 by the Americana at Edgewocd Arsenal during
)rld W1ar I for the manufacture of DU was based on the reaction of diphenylamineith arsenic tric~hloride.

The operating details of the method were as followsg

In a large jacketed kettle fitted with en agitator and a reflux
condenser 642 kg. of diphenylamine was heated to 150 0C. To tiii
was added 730 kb. of arsenic trichloride (10% excess over theo-
retical), and the heating was continued for 5 hr. During the course
of the reaction, the temperature rose to 2500C., and large quantities
of hydrogen chloride were eiolved• This passed through the condenser
and was absorbed in water in a special absorption tower. At the end
of the reaction, the product obtained was transferred to a vessel
containing water shere it was washed, centrifuged, and dried at 300C.
The yield was 80% of theory (36).

In the plant 8,183 Ib. of DU were fmactred by this method. The coat of

production was #0.95 per lb. of MN

Physical Propertiva (SY).

Molecular weight . . . . • . .• . .• • * * 277.57
Molar volt- at 20 0C.. al./gamole. . . . . . . 168.4
Boiling point,•-C., 760 n Om Hg . . . . . . . . 401 (British)

410 (Amrican)
Ebulliosoople constant . . . . . . . e . . . 59.4 (British)
Freezing point, C . .a * .. .. . 195

unstable formse * . . .* .. a . 182 Wnd 184
Cyroseopia constant . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48.4
Decomposition temperature, •C. a * . . . . . . 195

at 200.•o decomposition . * . .. 0.02%per mine
at 2SOC. decomposition... ..... 0.15% per in.

3pecific heat (solid), od./g. . . . .* . . 0.222 (American)
0.270 (British)

Latent heat oA vaporization. cal./ge . .... . 51.0 at 410 0 C. (American)
80.1 from 200-2500CO

(Amrican)
Latent heat of fusion, cal./9. . . . . . . . . 79.3 at 1950C. (Aserican)
Latent heat of sublimation#. cal./C. . . . 0 . 159.4 (American)

36e Mario Sartori op. cit., p. 320, 321.

37. E71 550 7-7736, p. 74; EATR 78, p. 26-281 *Vapor Pressure 6f D.1i.dEACD 46,
1 JtLa L L;'"Ilcort oE--Kpr--vement of tho.Exinting D.M. Generater 1, ..
P,2. 417, Part I, Ho1e 1928.

S2CRT
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Tero. Vapor pressure Volatility Density

0 5 z lO-16 (A) 8.15 x 10-16 (A) 1.672

20 2 x 10"13 3.0 x 10-12 1048

40 3 x 10"1 1  4.3 x 10-10 1,624

60 2 x 1e 2.6 x 10-8 1.600

100 2 z 10. 2.4 x 10-4  1.552

140 8 x W4 8.62 z 10-3 1.504

195 0,43 2.089 1.438

216 1.0 (a) -

220 1.3 12.42

242 --

30 25 -

325 48 -

340 11T 849. -

378 258 "*

391 673

400 75 -

410 760 4,968. -

(A) h-rioan Data

(B) British DAta

Density was calculated from the following equations

dt 1.672 - 0.0012t.

SECRET
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Lluch doubt still prevails concerning the vapor pressure of Adasite.
British results, P.R. 417, obtained in the region 2400 to 4000C., and American
results, EACD 46, obtained in the roCion 1400 to 410 0C., are not only contra- -

diotory, but internally inconsistent. Although it is somewvhat difficult to
judge, the discrepanciev appear to be due less to impurity in the specimens
than to the inherent difficulties of measurement (38).

Solvent Te Solubiliy

Ithqlena chloride 0 0.32

Zthylpne chloride s0 2.8

Chlorofom 20 <0.87

Dichlorthylem 40 <3.2

Tetrahloretb.a 20-- U2.9l

Cerbon disulfide 20-2$ 50.

Pyridin 40 About 7

M eoohlorogoetov 25-28 8.2

Chloropliria 40 <0.35

Aactom ROOM top. 20

Chmical Properties.

Hydrolysis. When DI in covered with water it probably forms a pro-
tective coating of DI oxide which prevents further hydrolysis. Finely divided
EX hydrolyzee rapidly, to the extent of about 30% in 15 miin. and 40% in 1 hr.
Increase in temperature and time of contact seen to have no effect on hydrolysis.

At rom teuperature a concentration of 0.5% hydrochloric acid to
sufficient to prevent hydrolysis, and at 700 1- 80Co., a concentration of 0.8%
ina requaired (39).

18. ET? 5,0 -E-7716. p. 14.

39, FA¶TR 78a pe 29E
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The hydrolysis is probably

2'71(Crfl~j~)2AsCl + 11011 (-%1 (C H ) As}( 0 + nCi. (45)

Bromino. By the action of bromine on DM in acotic acid solution. the
molecule is-d•--o-mposed, and totrabromodipiionylamine is roroed.

Cs'!4

HI ACl + 4%r --- H(cGH5Br 2 )2 + As3r" + HEd + Mr (45)

Tetrabromdiphenylamins forms lustrous crystals malting at 185* to 186OCo

94ochlorio Aoido When 1K in treated with gseous hydroohloris anid
at 1604C., !7) decomposes. forming arsenic trichlorido and diphenylamns. am
follows

IM % hsCl +. ECi - KH(C 6 H5 )2 + Ascla (4T)

Hydriodio Acid. On trtmat with aqueous hydriodic acid on th wat"
bath. VK forms; diphenylamis:

I Asc + 2HI---* m (C6 %)Z + ASCUI (48
%C61%

Alkalies. DV reaots with alkalies to fors DX oxide, accordlig to
the following equations

,CN4
2H k-C + H2 O --- 4 zcI + (III 54z0 (49)

CAH C6 %~

* This substance forms colorless leeflet. with a malting point above 3501C. and in
soluble with difficulty in moat of the organic solvents*

X-r-onls. •fhon a current or dry amonla is passed throurfh a solution of
DU in xylen----T-3phenareatine amineo melting at Z95* tO 300*C., Is obtalned,

(' 1 As)3W (50)

~2ZT
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OxidizinFý Apents. Oxidizing agents react with DIA, converting the
arsenic ntho•,•-- ivalent to the pontavalent state. Hydrogen peroxide
in acetic acid solution, or chloramine T in cold aqueous alcoholic solutione
converts DM to phenarsazinic acid, molting above 3000C.

/C 6 H4 ,H OH

H As (51)

Cyanlides. D11, when treated with sodium cyanide in methyl alcohol

gclution, does no. form DM cyanide, but the corresponding methoxy compound.

HI %C s-OdE 3  (52)

This substance melts at 194 0C. and on heating with water is converted to WK oxide.

DU cyanide has been prepared by treating DU with silver cyanide. It
form bright yellow crystals melting at 227'C. Though it has a more efficient

biological action than DC, it is very unstable to heating and to exploaiiin

Potassium Thiocyanate. When DU is treated in acetone solution with ma
aqueous solution of potassium thiocyanate, DU thiooyanats is formed.

NR ASSCI1 (53)\C614"

This forms yellow crystals which melt at 2290 to 230OC.

yidne. When DU is treated with boiling anhydrous pyridim, tri-
phonarsauine chloride is formed*

As- IAn-N A (54)

The compound is orange yellow and melts at 260' to 2630 C.

Grirnard Reagent. By the action of the Grignard reagent on IX the
corresponding alkyl or oryM derivutive is formed (40).

.OC6 K4 \
HN As-fl (55)

C6 H4

40. Mario Sartori, OpCit, p. 323-326.
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Corrosion Characteristics. YTnen stored in steel shell, DI causes a
slight rus"lng due to the small ZMount of acid present as arsenic trchiloride.

Stabilite in Storange at 250 and G00 C. DMI -ay be stored in steel ohel"
for 15 wk. at CW'C. or for a year at room toenooratire without deterioration, or
without any appreciable effect on the shell (41).

Theory of Smoke Formation

There are three ways in which smokes can be produced. These ares

1. Condensation of a supersaturated vapor.

2. Atomization of a liquid*

S. Pulverization of a solid*

Condensation of a Supersaturated Vapor. The condensation of a suiprsaturated
vapor results in a smoke. This method can be carried out in a mer of wvays
by heating, by chemical interaction, and by adiabatic expansion* Since the start-
ing unit is the molecule, this method is extremely efficient in obtaining sman
partioles providing the growth can be arrested. However, it is very difficult to
stop this growth. since condensation, once begun proceeds oontinuously until
state of supersaturation disappears. The fewer mnwber of particles formed
initially. the Creater is the growth of particle size. Small partioles can be
obtained by supplying a, large nmmber of nuclei for the oond•neatlom of smok
molecules.

Atomization of a LIquid. Atomization can be applied only to liquide.
When a shell contii Ing a liquid in exploded, the iaqmpt of the pa of explosim
upon the liquid, combined with the impact of the liquid upon the surroumding
atoosphere, tends to stretch the liquid into a thin film. When a liquid is
suddenly stretched in a thin film, its surface ix emormously extended until t
resulting tension exceeds the surface tension of the liquid. At this point the
film breaks up into numerous small spherical droplets whose total surface Is
less than that of the film, and therefore in a more stable state. The depr4
of dispersion obtained will depend upon the speed with which the process can be
carried out, which in turn is a rurction of the velocity of impact and of the
viscosit7 of the liquid. If the velocity of ixact travels faster than the
liquid can be formed into droplets, the liquid will fall to the gr•u•u in large
drops. Increased viscosity delays the oxtension of the surface, thus tending
to cause the formiation of large asgregotes.

Since relatively a much greater amount of energy will be rejaired to atomize

41. FkTR 78, p. 30.
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Lquid of high viscosity, much greater pressures are required in a shell to
&in a given degree of dispersion if the liquid filling is very viscous.

The lower the surface tension of the liquid, the less will be the amount of

rgy required to oxtend the liquid, and therefore, other things being equal,
further the surface is extended for a given impact, the finer the smoke will
Since the limiting factor in the thickness of the film is the surface

sion, the minimum particle size that can be obtained for a given liquid
srdless of how much energy is expended, will depend upon this properby.

High density is another retarding factor, and the lower the density of a
Luid the further it will be extended by a given Impact*

The degree of dispersion that can be pre~d0ed with K given expenditur of
wgy by explosion of a shell can be increased by reducing the viscosity
Lising the temperature), by iowering the surface tension, and by increasIng
I -qlocity of impact.

Explosiwv Disruption of a Solids In the disintegration of a solid it in
ssary' toov'ercome large" forces of cohesion. and the saount of energy re-

trod will be proportional to the specific surface of the powdered material.
is important to notice that in whatever way this work of disintegration is

me, the energy that is expended appears as heat* In the majority of cases
is heating effect is great enough so that ihere the velocity of impact is
gh, %a in explosive disruption, the particles arm fused together after the
&terial is fractured, thus decreasing the degree of dispersion* If the impact

violent enouoh, liquifaction will take place*

The efficiency with which a solid can be dispersed in the form of a mok*
r explosive msans, provided the material doe" nt fuse, depends on the rigidity
r the material acted on and the velocity of impact. In all detonation processes
2e limit of disintegration is reached when the fractured material is fine
murfh to accededte itself to the applied stress without the individual
articles actually being stressed beyond their elastic limit. When a stress is
pplied slowly, the forces of cohesion absorb the energy of the stress before
t can travel far. The velocity of impact must be such that the rate at which
he stress is applied exceeds the rate of deformatione It is evident then that
nly those solids whose melting points are higher than the temaperature which
he individual particles would attain are capable of being efficiently dispersed.
T the solid was liquified during the impact, than the process of atomization of
tliquid would take place (42).

Q2. PAM 286, pp. 18w20.

SECRET
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Desiga Charactoristics
Development, Work on Irritmat 11noke Shell (1933-1942)

A research program was started at Edgewood Arsenal in 1933 to develop an
irritant smoke suitable for use in the field, especially by artillery dia-
persion. A series of teats were carried out on 75-in. smoke shell filled with
DM, DA. and DC. A comparison of the beat LM. DA, and DC shell tested are
given in the following tables

Camparismof~ UKIN DL, and DC

EX Mh DCJ

Designation of beat shell tested E1R9 sm5 E4R1

Type Mixture ng burster Long bus'

Wt. TIT ir shell, • 130 248 108

Wt. agent in shell, C. 392 388 s76

Wt. of unchanged agent I& seke, g 21.1 33.1 27.0

Ut. of agent converted to oathe
as compound iu s .n g 77.3 10.5 337.7

AIt. of agent not appearing an make.
293.6 344.4 111.3

Total, g. 392.0 388.0 478.0

rU Shell. The beat IX shell tested was the E1R9 consisting of the

follozzi•-cmponentas

Shell body - 75-rn. Me,.I1

Fuze - PD Wk.III

Adapter and booster - KK IVB"

Filling - 541 ± 10 P. of a mixture containing
75% flake '1 awe 25% TNT.

The shell was filled by hand tamping drfii-g a hiole 'An the mixture

SECRET
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to permit the boos+er to descend upon closing the shell.

In this shell 25.1% or the rl in the shell, or 98.4 e., was disseminated

as a smoke, rhich analyzed 21.3% M. Hoaveer, in the analysis of IU it was

found impossible to diatinguish betaecn M1 and certain deccmposition products

of 1UL, and since these decomposition products had a very low irritating
effect, it appeared very probable that the product in the smoke listed as IU
contained some of these nonirritating substances. This was borne out by the
slight incapacitating effect* of the moke during field tests, and nonpenetra-
tion of the U7VIII canister during the chamber tests. The fragaentation was
considered to be good, but not equal to the HE shell, as is shown in fig. 1.

DA Shell. Th.e best DA shell tested was the E3RS, consisting of the
followi j componentas

Shen body - 75-.n. Wi. I Ht

Fuse - 1X4

Adapter and booster Seamless steel tube 1-3/8 in. o.d.,
20-goge. 9-1/4 in. long. welded to
adapter.

Filling O- DL, 38M 1 5 g.

This shell was almost identical with typ L toxic smoke shell for dis-
persion of Dk. of which 200 were fired at Lakehurst Proving Ground in 1918.
The bur ster was loaded by filling the tube with melted TNT, using a riser to
eliminate a hollow center. After coolin& a hole was drilled in the TNT to
take the tetryl pellets, which were the asme as those used in the ilk. IMN
booster. The weight of the TNT was 248 1 5 g. Filling. 388 t 5 g. DL'
(purity 85.5%), The liquid DA was measured into the shell (allowing 10% void)
and the burster screwed in by hand until it was securely bottomed. The shell
was sealed by means of a lead washer and lock mut.

The amount of DA disseminated as a fine ske when the EMRS shell was
tested was 11.3%. The bulk of the agent was citasized as a coarse List which
settled out very rapidly. In chamber tests., the MY1I canister was slightly
penetrated. The fragmentation was considered equal to that of the HE shell
and is shown in fig. 1.

DC Shell. The best DC shell tested was the K14RI, consisting of the

Shell body - 75-m. Nk.I, H2

Fulse - X46.

Adaptor and booster - Seamless steel tube, 1-l/l' in. o.d.,
16-agae, 9-1/4 in. lonu'weldod to adapter

Filling - DC, 476 :± 5 *

4 a
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The burster was loaded by filling the tube with molted TflT, using•a

riser to eliminate a hollow center. After cooling, a hole was drilled in
the TAVT to take the tatryl pellets, which were the same as those used iDr
the !Ak.M booster. The weight of TNT was 108 + 5 C. Filling 476 + 5 g.
DC (purity 96.3%. The liquid DC was measured Tnto the shell (allowing- l0
void) and the burster screwed in by hand until it was securely bottomed.
The shell was sealed by means of a lead washor and lock nut.

When the DC shell were tested in the dispersion chamber, some remarkable
results were observed. The tests in the chamber showed that in most cases a
large part of the DC was burnt during the explosion, and that one of the
products of coabustion was a wry fine smoke made up mainly of arsenic trioxide.
This moke was found to be very irritating and could readily penetrate the
MVIII canister to c- e severe irritation. The same shell when tested in the
field did not behave the same way, and the resulting smoke obtained contained
no arsenic trioxide.

This burning could not be controlled, and was traced to the initial -
ignition of the hydrocyanic &aid liberated by the DC during the explosion.
The field tests showed no such combustion taking place. Several suggeatione
were made as to how to effect this combustion when the shell are fired in
the open. On. way mould be to add a combustible substance to the agent to
cause it to flash upon explosion. Another way would be to use an agent whick
itself is spontaneously combustible, or highly inflam•mable, and whose produntb
of comution would be highly irritating or toxic. Such a substance might be
found ano the caeodyl compounds. Hany of these readily Inflm in air,
giving rise to arsenic trioxide fumes, the same substance resulting from t
burning of DC. The possibility was considered of using mixtures of these
cacodyl compounds with DA or siailar irritants to decrease the hazards in
loading or increase the irritating properties of the smoke. The best line of
attack to Increase the smoke concentration of the 75-m. irritant smoke shell
appeared to be the use of cacodyl compounds such as cacodyl, (CH3) 2As-As(CE3 )2
by itself, or in mixtures. In a conference of the American Chemical Society
Advisory Comittee, 21 October 1938, during the discussion of project A 2,
members of all concurred in the opinion that cacodyl compound offered very
pro~mising leads (43).

Mixtures of Cssodxl and DC. A series of tests were conducted in which
DC was nixed with cacodyl in a 75-Ma. and 105-mm. shell containing a long
burster filled with TIM. The effect of the addition of cacodyl was presumd
to be as follows-

The initial explosion of the shell, due to the TNT, sprays out the
liquid contents of the shell in a fine spray or mist along with a small amount
of smoke. The firze Iroplets of the mixture norwally would settle out quickly,
but as soon as the mixture cozes in contact with t.le air, the cacodyl begins

to react with the cyr;en of the ai!, liberating heat, and resulting in
the formation of arsenic trioxide smoke. The resultant heat 'vaporizes

43. -Irrrit-rtt ;L-: . L., D£k, and Cynn-DA in 75-1h. Shell, Status Report on
arioindrir Tests Under Project A2", EATR •308, p. 48, 29 Nov 1939.
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The burster was loaded by filling the tube with melted TRT, usIng a

riser to eliminate a hollow center. After cooling, a hole was drilled in
the TNT to take the tetryl pellets, which were t~e som an those used in
the '1k.I'B boost9r. The reight of TrT ras 108 + 5 g. Filling 476 + 5 g.DC (Turity 96.3.0. The liquid DC vlaa measured Tnto the shell (allo;'n-i0%

void and the burster sorer.ed in by hand until it was securely bottomed.
The shell was sealed by means of a lead washer ant lock mut.

Yrhen the DC shell were tested in the dispersion chazber, some remarkable
results were observed. The tests in the chamber showed that in nost *ases a
large part of the DC was burnt during the explosion, and that one of the
products of combustion was a very fiins smoke made up mainly of arsenic trioxide.
This smoke was fmnd to be very irritating and could readily penetrate the
MVIII canister to eaoe severe irritation. The same shell vheu tested in the
field did not behave the some way, and the resulting snke obtined oonAtined
no arsenic trioxide.

SThis burning eeuld not be controlled, and was traed to the initial -
ignition of the hydranio acid liberated by the DC during the explosion.
The field testa shwd no such combustion taking place. Several suggestios
were made as to bo to effect this combustion when the shell aim fired ia
the open. One way would be to add a combustible substance to the agent to
cause it to flash upon explosion. Another way would be to use an agent mhiih
itself is spontaneously combustible, or highly inflIs-ble, and whose products
of combustion would be highly irritating or toxic. Such a substance might be
found among the eacodyl compounds. Many of these readily Inflam in air,
giving rise to armede trioxide fumes, the same sub•at• e reculting from
burning of DC. The possibility was considered of using mixtures of thee
eacodyl compounds with DA or similar irritants to deorease-t hazards
loading or increase the irritating properties of the smks. e beet lin of
attack to increase the smoke concentration of the 75-rn. irritant ke shsll
appeared to be the use of caoodyl compounds such as cacodyl, (CH[) 2As-As(CH3 )
by itself, or in mixtures In a conference of the American Chemical Society
Advisory Committee, 21 October 1938, during the discussion of project A 2, the
members of all oocurred in the opinion that eacodyl compounds offered very

Uixturee of Caeodzl and DC. A series of tests were eou•,dted in which

DC was mixed with cacoayl in a 75-ma. and 105-m. shell containing a long
burster filled with TNT. The effect of the addition of cacodyl au presed
to be as followns

The initial explosion of the shell, due to the T11T, sprays out the
liquid contents of the shell in a fine -pray or mist along with a smll t
of smoke. The fine droplets of the mixture normally would settle out quickly,
but as soon as the mixture comes In contact with the air, the oawoyl begin
to react with the oxyr•on of the air, liberating heat, and resulting in
the formation of arsenic trioxide smoke. The resultant heat vaporizes

D.3*ip 1. 9 I., and Cyain-DA in 75-111. Shell, Status Report-on
i.,>FIr '.orin& Testa Under ProJeot AV", r.XTR 703. p. 48, 29 lov 1939.
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the Do, Whioh inMediatly condenses into a wok.. If the oidatit.oof the bu codyn beosoe too rapid, flaesh results, and part o x id DC asonbuin., fnd the Yield ot DOC fatk will decrease.t t "ms touned that with the ?-. .e11 the b a o toestd utsthe C8l, consisting of the following Ospoeent ow

Shell body - ?Su. Ik4

ruse 
-AdAPter and burster - Seeml.es Steel tube 1-1/8 in. o.d., 16.

gage, 9-1/4 in- long. welded to adap te.P1osGIve charge 119 l 0 g- TWT, 3 4 . 8 g. totryl
Filling 

D DC, 2 50 t 2 g,
CaOOdyl. 

224 t 6 g.
o te average moke aloud from these hell in the diapersion Chamber.

ootained Irritant arsenloals equivslgnt to 118 g. of DC or 47.1% of the D,In the shell. 9 ....

The smoke set up In the Chamber was very irritating #Ad aould readily
Penetdate the M12&I cater to o.. use See. . irritatio. The results of the
"field test sh that the shell uno•tIous equall s -U .- --- wel 08 In th ham er.The toxiocty of the make %44 of the sea* order of umpdtude as that ofthe 4ost tA±o agents (4).Po w field tests were conducted to deternea, the best aixz:ur of DC and00004Al t, use in 106-m. proj*otile- fired stati-ally in the Open. ThefIllings wee acupoeed of 42.0%, 44.1%, 45.1%, and 47.2% cacodyl, therwaazuser boing DC.

with 42.•% or aoodyil, a poor cloud was obtined that did not peueto
the MZZI Oalasters#. With -"*1% .,, dYl, a very d the cloud was obtaii-,,
and %or* was eviden*e of oaniste. p• stration. With 45.1% -. oodyli a Tory
dense cloud w.s obtained that oculd pentratoe the mask*o . of theobaer,'s.a With 41.2% casooyl, a dense cloud was obtalnod, but analysis
shmme a low poraentago Of trivwleO t a__ o arseric In the mOaks. there We(o~m 41deoee of e-..st. pmenstatiola

,he optimum auoma of moodyd was thus 44.1$ to 43.4$ is I O08- shellwh~en fired ataticall, (48).#
~4. *04 (2) for "av n-a.* Prjate6~oa of Ifiturbes of Cya~n D&and Cacodyl In ,75 Tho11, r'I 789 2 Jvm 1941. .~."~a(2) forg "v "-Noi PrýOaetl e1DSWIdOen of Mixturof of Cyon DA

ad Caoodyl in 1 0 54b. /?ootllatiam I the Opei•n, T* 357, 10 reb 1943.
,CRET
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Oa the bnais of these results a field test was conducted in rhich a
battery of 105-al. hcrrit:zrs fired mcdlfied 7O projeotilos (12). containing
cacodyl a--l DC, on an artillery aquzre at cc-Iat rate. The fillinp consisted
of 44.S/ c.tcodyl and 55.1Zf M.a* analyols of the Lmoke ird-t•.'•c d too
M11h o~dltion and that the filling should have consiated of 43,; cacodyl and
57% LC (46).

fttx'res or Cacodyl and MIL. Since the use of cacodyl in diapersing MC
fros m -sa. projcatiles v a a satisfactory, tests were run to detertAie whether
DA clmd be dispersed equally as well. The DA-cacodyl considered to be the
beat cf those tested, waa the ElORI. consisting of the follating components&

Shell body - Ts-m. Vk.I -IM

Fuse - so

Adapter and Burster - Sealess steel tube, 1-1/8 in. o.d.,

I-pg, 9-1/4 in, long, welded to
idapter.

raplosive charge - 130 g. TIT, 3.? go tatabl

Filling - 256 go. 236 go eaoodyl

nh mwk cloud trcm this projectile In the dispersion chmber contained
73.67 go of DA or 28.5% of the DA la the projectile.

The moke sent up by the DA-ecodyl-filled projectile ins highly toxli
and irritating and penetrated the 9I121 caniste- in the chamber tests, but
the penetration ins not as wen as that obtained from the DC-aoodyl-filled
projectile (4?).

Toxi. Smoke Candle (1920-1942)

rvylorent of Candle, Css, Irritant. IM, 12. Froma an enery standpoint
thecl diaporsion is not very ef€icient when applied to a shell, as the heat
required to vaporize the moke-producing material is usually large. and the
ex*plosi•e used do not have a sufficiently large energy content. Explosives.
such as TBT, are valuable because they liberate all their energy in a very
short space of time, but the amount of energy liberated 1t not very high.
Thu 1 kg. of petroleum has a heat of aambustion of about 12,000 cal., ooal
shoat 8,000, and dry wood 3,5O0 to 4.000, while TR in exploding has only 710

46. 'Cas (2) for rxvy H'Z-Ci Projeetiles.Yodif.ed W60 1065-1. Projectiles
Fillod Vith a Mrxtre of Cyan DA and Caoodyl Impact Field Test of
1.'arch 1, 1112," 'T-- 1, 6 Ape 1942.

4Y. *Cas (2) for avT•wTI-GAs Projectile. Dispersion of Ilixtures of [DL a d
Caoodyl in 75-1!n. Projectile," TrR.3r5 29 Apr 1942.
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cal. Explooives are inifficient and costly sources of energy, especially
vhtn used for heating purposes.

Tha 'I" r.Lvice devoloped by the Iritish during Torld 'Tar I "s designed
to overco-._ ti-j in.±n: ansy of the ezplosive -holl in Centrating toxio Moke.
It consisted of a 4:an con~aining Dr and the heating A•x.Iure in separate
conpartmsnts. In operation the heating =ixture was ignited, and the heat
developed in burning volatilized the toxic agent, rahich condensed to form a
suoke vhich was far -ore effective than when dispersed by explosion frca
artillery shell.

Rmo 1920 to 1922 a considerable mount of work vas done on finding a
suitable fuel for dispersing IN. Tbree types of fuels were inustipteds

1. Type 1 fuels depended upon air to supply oxyen for oambustion.
Duo to the unsatisfactory nature of this type of design, the ftolu
which were mainly solidified alcohols, voe not coasidser• suitable.

2. Type 2 fuels produced a largo moumt of heat and deposited a hot
slag which retained its beet long enough to volatilize the agent.
In addition, it . fband desirable that the final liberate a
nlni-1 of clasoous poduats, since the•e hot eesn osnaed explosion@.

For the Type 2 candle te folloing varo cosdered the most Natlafae-
torys

No. 15

Potassiu piwguate

Iron 47

so. 40

Iron 30.2

Zinc 35.2

3uf, 34.J

No* 106

Daiuite (mixtu•re of aluimim,
*asnetio iron ioxide.

Sand 40f

Thome ruile ml- t-11ir in bEhrvlor mince they -,irnr.d unitorrnly with little
or no l r.A: o ,ir- onaly a sýzll t.ouut of Gaseous products fros the

40
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reaction and a good hard slag, capable of holding its volume nearly constant
and retaining its heat long enouh to volatilise the agent.

3. Type 3 fuels gave off a large valune of noureaetive gas at a
admfsta3ylw tum-prature. The oxygen required for the omabustion

wes ocabined with the t•ts). The best fuels for the Type 3 candle
werO found to be #ither smkeloes powder or a mixtkre of 0moniu•
nitrate and oharooal. The mokelese powder fuel consieted of 12-
in. powder., ihlh was plao"d in an upright position, and sufficient
cal. .30 smokeless powder to fill the void spaces between the
12-in, powder. The entirs mass wea gelatinized by meema of a
eslution of 1 part of alcohol and 2 parts of ether. ho mmonima
nitrate fuel oonuisted or a mixture of e6% amoniua nitrate and 15%
charcoal. This mixture wse pressed into a oake using a proeein of
500 to 750 lb. The mmoniem nitrate fuel proved as efficient me the
mokelese powder fuel fow the evolution of 1K.

Tue fuel used in the DU irritxat candle MI consisted of a aixture of 2.75
lb. of the 12-in0 oanon powder and approximately 0.5 lb. of cal. .30.
@or"** oe mmtioa pode to fill the void spaces between th0 large grains of

powder omapletely. The two types of powder wer. consolidated by ddingi a
solvent of.aloohol and ether, and then evaporating otf the solvent from the

plagei macs.

The burning tim of the 1K irritaxt candle la wae be .m 2.5 and 5 win.

The EN irritant oandle V2, ftlch was devloped in 1941 contained the
following fuels

Percent

mim u nl8 ate 6.00 0.5

hmosue ohloride 7.0 2 0125

Caloim carbonate 12.0 t 0.25

Charceal 13.0 t 0.15

The mxtaro was w mxed vwi a 4% solution or collodion in aetonema nd pressed
into the fuel oapartma of the candle.

Mis fuel me merly a substlitte fa. the fuel Is the 2 c&anl•e. It
did set result In may better dispersion of the.IN(4).

48. "i Methods of Dipersing Cmmioal L4ewts Loe am"per two Fuels for
lenrratinq Toidwc sok#e4 7" t14 Vp* 24-, 5. 15 Fob 19401
'9-?'amW D.N. Caad~loe. U4~ Jf i 5;. 1T Ferb 1914.

49. "D)eveopwemt of a Is PFel for the DL Cndle,s TM 4", 5 Doo 1942.
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Cominzs Cnndle. In lb42, a candle was designed which utilized the
principlT Oi7 la-2 candle, except that the hot g-aeous products of combustion
of the fuel wcre mixed with air from the atmosphere to cool the gaes so that
the toxic agent could be volatil.i:ed at a lower tw.perature. This type of
candle became known as the Comings Candle, named after the inventor.

The genaral design of the candle is shown in figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
The agent is contained in an upper compartment, and the fuel, which burns in
the absence of air, Is held in a lower compartment, which is separate and can
be detached from the upper compartment. In operation, radiant heat from the
surface of the burning fuel is transmitted directly to the bottom of the agent
compartment. This heat aelts the agent and raises Its temperature. Hot Cason
from the ruel block pass through a 13/32-in, orifice at a hig, velocity and
entrain air in the throat of an injector. The liquid agent flows through a
0.204-in.-dimm. hole into the throat of the injector and in broken into a flie
spray by the high-velocity gas stroe.. Flow through this latter hole is
caused by the pressure In the agent compartsent. as well as by the h3droatatio
liquid bead. Droplats of liquid which sre not evaporated in the gas str•am
are thrown out by the baffle and reotrnsd. to the agent compr ent to be
recirculated. The gas stres. and the vapa- then paws through forty 1/8-in.
holes oa the top and aide of the eeries

FIgure 4 shows the complete candsle as viewed from the air intake and gas-
vapor exit side. Figure 5 is a piatue of the fuel compartment. Figure 6
is the internal assembly of air islet. entrainer tube, and the botton of the
agent omapartment. Figure 7 is a view from below showing th 13/32-in.
orifice. The roof of the upper part of the candle is clearly visible.
Figure 8 is the upper part of the candle with the top rmed, showing the
baffle. Figure 9 shows a typical smke cloud produced by the candle.

The fuel for the candle IAs to 1.400 g. and vane mad up as follows.

The starter was a small presse dise of 20 g. of saulfarless meal powder
with cellulose acetate as a binder. This sulfurless meal powder was made up
in the proportions of 54.1 g. of p•taassim nitrate, 40 C. of silicon, and
15.9 r. of powdered -harcoal. To 20 g. of this mixture was added 6 .1. of a
4.8% solution of cellulose aeotate in acetone.

The main fuel block was composed of two layers, The upper layer was a
mixture of 86 g. of mmonium nitrate "hich passed through a GO-mesh scre*&
and 14 g. of charcoal which passed through a 200--meeh screen. This was
mixed with 30 al. of a 4.5% solution of cellu.oid in acetone. The main
bottom layer waa ccmposed of l.00'0 g. of aoniumx nitrate. 163 g. of
porydered charcoal, and 100 g. of anmonium chloride mixed with 300 al. of the
4.Gt solution of celluloid in acetone. The separate mixtures were added in
layirs and pressed undr a pressure of a fce tons load. After all the mix-
t-iri ras in the Iuol block container, it was pressed under a totil load of
25 toni. -ii coplet::d block wns driel in an 'rron for savoril hours or at
roc-A t•npcrotAre for sovoral days.
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S(OM Of the specIal features of the candle should be noted. The use of an

Lnjeotor has several advantages. It provides one of the most effective ways of
bringing about ood contaot betwuen the hot pase and the liquid agent In a
mall &POO0. This good contact results in the hot pase leaving thio candle
nearly saturated with vapor and permit. the use of a lower liquid a&-.%nt tempera-
twoS in the Oandle, thus v'eduoing the thermal decooposition. It also pr•:,its
the use of a hiiher temperature in the fuel block since the hot ases are
diluted with air before coming in oontaot with agent. The Injotor likewise
gives a rolatively high presmwe in the agent omupertment (15 to 30 in. of
water), and this produces the necessary high veloity trough the small /S-in.
ozit holes. The high velocity leads to a mall particle size which Is oon-
dcoive to greater ownster pesntration.

A omperison of this candle with the It candle showed that in the case of
CM, the Cming* candle is only slightly nore efficient than the M2 candle.
.'is was due to the fact that EN shove good thermal stability at high tempera-
tuwe for short periods of tim. WIth the Casings candle 68% of th, IN was
dispersoe as un4ecouposed moke. With the M2 candle 50% of the IN wes dis-
porsod as undooompooed moke.

In an erperiment in which DC was diep•rseod by a Comings oandlo, 91% of the
agent wee undoomposed In the make (50).

Figure 10 shoms a sectional diagm of the M2 MN candle, while figure 11
shows the candle in operation.

Oronads, HandI Irritant CV-IN , 96. In 1932, The Lake Brie Chemical Company.
Clevoeland, Ohio, plaoed on the market a candle knon as the "Lake trio Lightning
Universal 1.0. and Tear Gae Candle. This candle contained the folowing mixures

C1 16.0%

in 1610%

1.C. powder 6.4%

K60 2.0%

During Novmber$ 1932, verbal instru•tione were roeeived from the Office,
Chief. Chemical Warfare 8er-V.oo, to prepare oandlos similar to the Lake fsio
1.0. and ?Tar G(a Candle for test. Thoese eandle@ had boen used by civil
authorities a mmber of times for controlling mobs and riots and were found to
be quite effoetivo.

The candles made at lgemod Arsml. while similar to the Lake tfio
oandles, contained a hilgeir )erentage of boti C1 and I] thau did the Lake trio

SO. sToxid 3oke Candle and Soreeming htake Unitops Uational Defense Research
C it+ee (hereNAfte• =) of the OffJice o o-fo"' zitirlo Hosearch end

~~ theig.Mreintr O~u Wiiiu~ ~es~prt. Ppp.o, 14,
Z5~ 799 15 (In cZL -'140?) "u. ~b- 154) 1 oT Socks Candle.
II. Screetin haoke Uitaev-.o-io , p. 54, 1 De 1942.
(o0D 1on.)
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candles. The composition of the candles made and tested at Edgewood Arsenal
was•

Cy 21.0% *
DU 21.0%

N.C. powder 56.4%

a go 2.6%

These candles were made by loading into the faet-bunting CW candle
container approximately 290 g. of the mixture under a pressure of 4,700 lb./
sq.in. Three slots, 3/8 in. by s/8 in. at the top and 3/16 in. by 3/16 In.
at the bottom, were left extendinC down the sides of the mix. These slots
were placed equidistanrt around the sides of the mix. Three ram of six
holes each, 5/32 in. in diameter, opening into the slots in the nix (one
row opening into each slot) were in the sides of the container. The top
also oontained six 5/32-in. holes.

The starter aeed cons isted of 5 g. of meal powder amd a binder oon-
sisting of 4% celluloid and 96% acetone. The starter paste w'ma de very
thin and wa poured on top of the mix and allowed to flow down into the
slots on the side.

The candles have a burning tine of 35 to 40 sea. A bright yellow cloud
is produced (51). These candles were made standard Items of CO.

51. *lrritant Hand Grenade (CY-lu) US (Fast CM-lU Irritant Candle Mi),.
lATR 151, pp. 3-4, 26 Jun 1933.
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CHAP=T~ S

Standard I ton

OrnaE[SKA.d Irritnnt, CN-tv. I($

DescietonoThe irritant hand greniade MI-21 US, In designed in ame eses
only ta 1*0-l* The container Is cylindrical in shape, Z,48 in. I&

diameter sad 5,.7 in. high. It is made of tin plate 0.014 In. thick, lock-
seemed and soldered. The oontainear In provided with three 4v-s of six holese
each. The holes are 5/32. in. In diameter. The raw. of boles are perpendicular
to the bottom of and spaced 120' apart oa the circumnfereoe or the containe.
The bols are spaced approximately 0.66 In. apart In the rous. Mw top of the
container Ins ad* of 0.021-ta. tin plate and io crimped in place.& The top
contains. in addition to an adapter for the firIng vechaniza. six 5ta3-la.
boles radially located, sand spaced GOO apart. the holes In both to containe
and top wre covered with =al squares of m~alve tape (see ftg. 12) (52).

Date for Irritant ffand Grenamda _CY-Va, M

Mai Irritant Can

.hlcoraarln. enA Mooleless powde

2.0 se

DWznJug time ~~0se

Karkiogs .*.............., C.. stenciled lalI-in. red
letters &ar*v lA1-in, red band.

an *Casa stenciled In 1-in. red
letters below the bvan. Lot vo,
stenciled In 1/44i1, red letters
around the bottom of the wandle

Packing Unit oontainei', metal eans
~Mppi~n eont~iner. wooden box;

25 -;ransads to box. Shipping
wtrl~,'t, epprOX. 50 lb. Cubag..
arrrox. 1,8 ou-ftt A datea and
Inzt-ruition oa~rd to packed Ix

__________________________ achng can*.

52. Dimk of Stanidards, Cxaftical K-trtare Smr-vloe. p. 216. 15 lIav. Ini~.
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U-NICLASSLY1F.D
S'toree o ... .......... .......... The candles should be stored In n

cool, dry place. They should be
given reasonable protection from
exoeos moisture.

I
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